Working Bee 26th September 2015
A lovely sunny morning for our working bee, the
plan being to start removing the many star
pickets and fencing wire that was put in for rabbit
control in the early days when the park was being
established so that we can re-use them for tree
frames.
When I arrived Flo Suter was chatting with ranger
Paul Hitch who was cleaning up rubbish that
someone had left overnight at the main gate. This
dumping of rubbish in the park is quite common
but now has gone to a new level.

It would seem that people are becoming aware
that the park is not staffed. Ranger Team Leader
Tristan said that no asbestos was found and that
it will be cleared before the Friends Net Seminar
next week.

Soon a small team of FOOPs started to arrive.
Claude, Maelor, Flo, Doug, Neil and myself.
We loaded up my Ute with tools and glyphosate
for any boxthorn that we may come across and
headed off. On the way we stopped off to look at
the casuarinas that we planted late last year.

Pretty brazen for a tipper to come in and dump 3
metres of rubble in the car park during the day.

Surprisingly doing quite well.

and drilling and filling peppercorn trees with
glyphosate.

Gully G1.
We arrived at the work site and got stuck into it.
Neil, Maelor and Flo worked on the star pickets
which came out surprisingly easy whilst Claude,
Doug and I concentrated on the wire which was a
little more stubborn but the good old Ute came
to the rescue.

Claude struggles but perseveres.
It wasn’t long before we came across some old
barbed wire.
We then had a look at the gully G1 where the
Green Army last week had been cutting boxthorn

By hooking up the wire to the tow bar we easily
pulled out whole sections of fencing.

The star picket team were well ahead of us

It was then an easy task rolling the wire up.

With the weather warming up and feeling quite
relaxed after a feed nobody could be bothered
heading back out so we packed up and headed
off home feeling that our work day had been
quite productive taking out many star pickets and
making up three large rolls of wire fencing.

Next Working Bee October
24th.

Time for a well earnt cuppa.
Another hour or so and Claude, Doug and Neil
had to leave so we headed back to the depot for
a BBQ lunch

